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WEAKLY HOMOGENEOUS MODELS'

ANAND PILLAY
•

Abstract. I consider some notions of weak homogeneity, which generalise w-homo-

geneity. I first analyse a specific such notion, called almost homogeneity, in the

context of (o-stable theories. (Almost homogeneity is just like w-homogeneity, but

using strong types in place of types.) Then in a more general context, I prove for

weakly homogeneous countable models some classification results which are known

for u-homogeneous countable models, in particular the result that the isomorphism

type of such a model is determined by the types which it realises.

0. Introduction and preliminaries. We are concerned with models (mainly counta-

ble) and theories, in countable languages. The notion of homogeneity is very

important for classifying countable models. Namely, if M and N are countable

models, N is «-homogeneous and all types realised in M are realised in N, then M is

elementarily embeddable in N. Also if M and N are both «-homogeneous and realise

the same types, then they are isomorphic. This shows that if all countable models of

the complete theory T are co-homogeneous then n(T), the number of countable

models of T, is 1, S 0 or 2*°. It turns out that the same is true using weaker notions

than homogeneity. To say that a countable model M is «-homogeneous means that

for each type p(x) E S(Th(M)), all members of pM are conjugate via automor-

phisms of M. Part of the content of weak homogeneity says that for each such p,pM

is divided into a finite number of conjugacy classes by automorphisms of M. There

can be other ramifications of the notion depending for example on whether or not

the conjugacy relation above is "definable", or on whether a " back-and-forth"

definition of weak homogeneity is used. A model M will be called "almost homoge-

neous" if whenever a, b,c E M and stp(ä) = stp(è), then there is d E M such that

stp(aA c) = stp(6 A d). (stp refers to strong type.) If the theory T (whose models we

are considering) is «-stable, or even stable with all type having finite multiplicity,

then almost homogeneity will be a weak notion of homogeneity as described above.

Almost homogeneity is particularly interesting as it has been shown (in [1]) that for a

large class of «-stable theories T (which includes the nonmultidimensional theories),

all models of T are almost homogeneous. In §1, I analyse almost homogeneous

models of «-stable theories. In §2, I present a general notion of weak homogeneity,

and I strengthen to such models the classification results for homogeneous models

mentioned above.
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I follow the usual convention of working in a big saturated model M of whichever

theory we are talking about. Thus all models will be considered as elementary

submodels of M. By tuples, I shall mean finite tuples of elements of M, denoted ä, b,

etc. We recall the following definitions from [3].

Definition 1. Let A be a subset (of M). A formula <p(3c, y) is said to be a finite

equivalence relation over A, if <p has parameters from A only, l(x) = l(y) — n for

some n < «, and <p defines an equivalence relation with finitely many classes on the

set of «-tuples from M. The set of all finite equivalence relations over A is denoted

by FE(^).

Definition 2. Let ä, b be tuples of the same length n say, and A a set of

parameters. We say stp(ä/M) = stp(b/A) if for all E(x, y) E FE(A) with l(x) =

1(5), t= E(5, b). If A — 0, we omit it.

Note 3. stp(ä/A) = stp(b/A) implies tp(a/A) = tp(b/A).

The reader can consult [2] or [3] for notions from stability theory, especially that

of forking. I will state explicitly some of the pertinent facts.

Fact 4. Let T be stable, 5, b be tuples of the same length and A be a set. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) stp(fl/A) = stp(6/A),

(ii) for all B D A, if tp(a/B) does not fork over A and tp(b/B) does not fork over

A then tp(5/B) = tp(b/B),

(iii) for some model M D A, tp(a/M) = tp(b/M).

If T is stable and p E S(A), then the multiplicity of p is the maximum number of

nonforking extensions over any B D A (which equals the number of nonforking

extensions of p over some model M D A). A consequence of Fact 4 is:

Fact 5. Let T be stable. Let p(x) E S(A) have finite multiplicity. Then there is

E(x, y) £ FE(A)suchthatp(x) U p(y) U [E(x, y)}hE'(x, y) for all E' E FE(A).

Another way of saying this isp(x) + '£-class of x 'I- stp(a/A).

Fact 6. Let T be stable and p E S(A). Then the multiplicity of p is either finite or

2*°.

A consequence of Fact 6 is

Fact 7. T is «-stable if and only if (i) T is superstable (T is stable and for any B

and p E S(B) there is finite A C B such that p does not fork over A), (ii) for all A

and p E 5(^1), p has finite multiplicity, and (iii) S(T), the set of pure types of T, is

countable.

1. Almost homogeneous models of «-stable theories.

Definition 8. The model M will be called almost homogeneous if for all_â, b, c E

M, stp(ä) = stp(b) implies that there is d E M such that stp(âA c) = stp(fe A d).

Definition 9. An automorphism / of a model M is said to be a strong automor-

phism if for all tuples 5 in M stp(ä) = stp(/(ä)).
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The obvious back and forth argument shows that a countable model M is almost

homogeneous iff whenever a, b E M and stp(â) = stp(è) there is a strong automor-

phism/of M such that/(a") = b. If T is stable and all types have finite multiplicity,

then by Fact 5, if 5, b E M, and tp(ä) = tp(b), then there is E E FE(0) such that if

MtE(d, b) then stp(ä) = stp(b) (where E depends only on tp(¿7)). Thus in this

case, if M is countable and almost homogeneous, then for any p(x) realised in M,

pM is divided into a finite number of orbits (or conjugacy classes) by automorphisms

of M.

It is not clear, even if T is stable and all types have finite multiplicity, that if M is

«-homogeneous then M is almost homogeneous. (If M is «-homogeneous, a, b, c E M

and stp(ä) = stp(6), then there will clearly bed G M such that tp(äA c) = íp(b A d),

but there will not obviously be d G M such that stp(âA c) = stp(6 A d).) However if

T is «-stable, this will be the case:

Proposition 10. Let M be a countable model of the in-stable theory T. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) M is almost homogeneous,

(ii) if 5, b G M and stp(ä) = stp(¿>), then there is a strong automorphism f of M

such that f(a) = b,

(iii) if 5, b G M and stp(ö) = stp(¿>) then there is an automorphism f of M such that

f(5) = b,
(iv) if a, b, c G M and stp(a) = stp(¿>) then there is d E M such that ip(a A c) —

tp(bAd).

Proof, (i) => (ii) follows, as mentioned above, by the obvious back and forth.

(ii) =» (iii) and (iii) => (iv) are trivial.

(iv) => (i). Let a, b and c be in M such that stp(ä) = stp(b). We seek d in M such

that stp(¿7Ac) = stp(bAd). Let Mx be an elementary substructure of M which

contains ä and is prime over 5. ( Mx exists by Fact 7(iii).) Now by Fact 5 and Fact

7(i) and (ii), there is a finite tuple a' in Mx such that tp(c/Mx) does not fork over

äA 5' and tp(c/äA ä') h stp(c/âA ¥).   (*)

I will now show that there is b' in M such that stp(äAä') = stp(bA b'). As

stp(ä) = stp(b), there is ë in the big model (M), such that stp(äAö') = stp(bA ë).

Letp be tp(aA¿f), and let E be the finite equivalence relation (over 0) correspond-

ing to p as given by Fact 5. (Remember p has finite multiplicity.) Let a(d, x) be a

formula which isolates tp(ä'/ä). Thus clearly t=a(b, ë) A E(âAâ~', b^ë). Now pick

¿V in M such that Mta(b, b') A E(a A 5' ¿"A b'). As tp(ô) = tp(6), a(b, x) isolates

tp(b'/b) and moreover tp(b A b')_ = tp(äA ä') — p. Thus by choice of E and Fact 5,

it follows that stp(äA ä') = stp(bA b'), as required.

Now by (iv) there is d in M such that tp(äA â'A c) = tp(bA b'Ad).l assert that in

fact stp(âA a'A c) = stp(bAb'Ad).

_ First note that tp(d/bA b')r stp(d/bA b') (by (*) and the fact that äAä'Ac and

bA b'A d have the same type).   (**)
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Let us suppose that stp(aAa'Ac) ¥= stp(bAb'Ad) and look for a contradiction.

As stp(äAä') = stp(bAb'), there is d' in the big model such that stp(âAâ"'Ac) =

stp(bAb'Ad')._Thus stp(_bA b'A d') 3* stp(bAb'Ad). So there is E G FE(0) such

that t= -,E(bAb'Ad',bAb'Ad). Let us define E'(xx, x2) by

E'(xx,x2)     iitE(bAb'Axx,bAb'Ax2).

Then clearly E'GFE(bAb'), and moreover t-^E'(d',d). But it is clear that

tp(d'/bA b') — tp(d/bA b'), and thus we contradict (**). Thus we have shown that

stp(äA ä'Ac) = stp(bAb'Ad) whereby clearly stp(âA c) = stp(bAd).

Remark 11. If M is an uncountable model of an «-stable theory, then (i) and (iv)

of Proposition 10 are still equivalent, by the same proof as above.

Corollary 12. Let M be an co-homogeneous model of an u-stable theory. Then M is

almost homogeneous.

We conjecture that Corollary 12 is not true if "«-stable" is replaced by "stable

and all types have finite multiplicity".

I now give some examples and counterexamples.

Example 13. An almost homogeneous model of an «-stable theory, which is not

«-homogeneous.

Let L be a language with binary relation symbol R, and let L' be L U {E} where

E is also a binary relation symbol. Let M be the L-structure (Z, R) where R(x, y)

holds iff x = n and j' = n + 1 for some n E Z. For any k let M{li) denote the disjoint

union of k copies of M. Clearly M(K) = M. Now let N be the L'-structure in which E

is an equivalence relation with two classes, the L-reducts of which are M and M(2).

Th(7V) is «-stable and N is almost homogeneous. But N is not homogeneous. For let

a be in one class and b be in the other. Then tp(a) = tp(b), but there is no

automorphism of N taking a to b for this would induce an isomorphism between M

and M(2).

Example 14. A countable model N of an «-stable theory, with elements a0 and ax

such that stp(a0) = stp(a,), there is an automorphism of N mapping a0 to ax, but

there is no such strong automorphism. This example shows that Proposition 10

cannot be proved "locally".

Let L and M be as in the previous example, and now let L' = L U

{P, Q, R, a, ß, E}, where these are all predicate symbols, P, Q and R being unary, a

binary, ß ternary and E 4-ary. (There will be some redundancy here, but it makes

notation simpler.) N will be the following L'-structure. P, Q and R will partition N.

PN = [a,: i < «}, and QN = {fef : i < «, k < 2}.
a(x, y) will hold iff there are i< «, k < 2 such that x = a, and y = bf.

ß(x, y, z) implies that ct(x, y) and R(z). If Rz then there are x and y such that

ß(x, y, z). If (xx, y,) =£ (x2, y2), then (z: ß(xx, yx, z)} and [z: ß(x2, y2, z)} are

disjoint. Let us denote (z: ß(x, y, z)} by ß[x, y]. Then ß[a0, è°]r L is M and

ß[ax, b\]\ L is A/(2). For all other (x, y) such that a(x, y), ß[x, y]{ Lis M. Finally

E(xx, yx, x2, y2) holds iff there are i, j < «, and k < 2 such that xx = a¡, yx = bf,

x2 = Oj andj>2 = bf.
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Now Th(N) is «-stable. Also a0 and ax have the same strong type in N, and

moreover there is an automorphism of N taking a0 to ax. However there is no such

strong automorphism. For suppose/were such. Then/would have to take b° to b°x.

(/could not take b% to b\, for because of E, stp(a0, ¿>°) # stp(a,, b\).) But then /

would have to map ß[a0, b$] isomorphically onto ß[ax, b°x], which is impossible, as

the L-reducts of these are M and M(2) respectively.

2. Classifying weakly homogeneous models. I first present a general context,

motivated by suggestions of the referee.

Let T be a (complete) theory. E will denote an assignment, to each complete type

p(x) of T and countable model M of T, of an equivalence relation, denoted E™, on

pM the set of realisations of p in M. Given such an assignment E, if M is a

(countable) model and â,b G M, I will write d~Mb to mean tp(ä) = \.p(b) and

E^-fyd, b). I give two properties which E might satisfy:

(l)M For allp E S(T), Eff has only a finite number of classes.

(II) Suppose that M < N and 5, b E M. Then ä ~m b iff â ~N b.

Lemma 15. Suppose that the assignment E satisfies (II). Then it also satisfies

(III) For any M and a, b E M, the fact that ä ~\¡b depends only on Xp(aA b) (and

not even on M).

Proof. Trivial, using the fact that if a, b G M, c, d G N, and tp(5A b) = tp(cA d)

then there are elementary embeddings of M and N into some M' in which 5A b and

cA Jare identified.

Definition 16. M is said to be ¿-homogeneous, if whenever â,b,c G M and

ä ~m b, then there is d E M such that äA c ~MbA d.

Example 17. (i) Let E be defined as follows: for countable M t= T, and â, b E M,

ä ~mS iff there is an automorphism f oî M such that f(a) = b. Then every M is

¿-homogeneous. However E need satisfy neither (I) nor (II).

(ii) Let E be defined by a ~Mb iff stp(ä) = stp(¿). Then E satisfies (II), and the

model M is ¿-homogeneous iff it is almost homogeneous. If T is stable and all types

have finite multiplicity, then E satisfies (l)M for all M.

Proposition 18. Let M and N be countable models, such that N is E-homogeneous

(1)^ is. satisfied, and all types (over 0) realised in M are realised in N. Then M is

elementarily embeddable in N.

Proof. List M as {a,: i < «}. I will define T Cu>«, and bs G N for s in T,

inductively, such that

(i) T is closed under subsequences,

and for all n < «,

(ii) T(n) = {s G T: l(s) = n) is finite,

(iii) for all 5 E T(n), tp(bstX, bsl2,...,bs) = tp(a0, ax,...,an_x),

(iv) whenever c is an «-tuple from N such that tp(c) = tp(a0,... ,«„_,), then there

is some s G T(n) such that c ~N(bstX, bst2,.. .,bs).

Suppose that T(m) and bs for s G T(m) have been defined for all m < «,

satisfying the above conditions. I now define T(n + I) and bs for s G T(n + 1). Let
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p(x0, xx,...,x„) be tp(<20, ax,...,a„). By hypothesisp is realised in N. By (1)^, for

some r with 1 < r < «, there are {cy. j < r) in N, a maximal set of pairwise

non^^f-equivalent realisations of p in N.

Now consider some cj; / fu r. So cy is (c0,... ,cJ„) say, and clearly tp(cJ0, ...,cJn_x)

— tp(a0,...,an_x). Thus by condition (iv) of the induction hypothesis, there is

s E T(n) such that (c¿,...,c¿_,) ~N(bstX,...,bs). Now by the ¿-homogeneity of N,

there is b G N such that

(c¿...,e¿_,,c¡;)~Ar(6,fI,...,é,,^).

Let us denote this s and b (which depend on cJ) by s(j) and bJ. For each 5 £ T(n),

let X, = {j < r: s(j) = s}, and let qs=\Xs\. Put T(n + 1) = {ja (/>: s G T(n)

and i < qs). We can clearly assign subscripts from T(n + 1) to the ¿>y's, such that

for each j E T(n),

{V:jGXs} = {bs.(¡):i<qs}.

Thus defining T and bs G N for s G T, it is clear that conditions (i)-(iv) above are

satisfied.

T is clearly infinite, and each element in T has only a finite number of immediate

successors. So by König's Lemma, T has an infinite branch, that is, there is n E" «,

such that for all « < «, n \ « E T. By condition (iii),

lp(\tX,...,bmn) = tp(a0,...,an_x)   forall«<«.

Thus the mapping / from M to N defined as f(an) = bvHn+X) for all « < «, is an

elementary map. Thus the proof is complete.

Note 19. Consider the following property: (IV) if ä ~\{b then for all « < 1(a),

a\ « ~\fb\ n. Then it is clear that if E is any assignment, then there is an

assignment ¿' refining ¿, which satisfies (IV), and such that if E satisfies (I) or (II),

then so respectively does ¿', and such that if M is ¿-homogeneous then it is also

¿'-homogeneous.

Proposition 20. Let M and N be countable E-homogeneous models, where E

satisfies (II), and both M and N satisfy (I). Suppose that M and N realise the same

(pure) types. Then M and N are isomorphic.

Proof. First by Proposition 18, we can assume that M is an elementary substruc-

ture of N. We can also, by Note 19, assume that E satisfies (IV).

We show that for a £ M and b G N, the relation 5 ~# ¿is a "back and forth", i.e.

for such a and b with 5 ~nb and c G M there is d G N with äA c ~NbA d, and if

again for such ä, b, with ä~Nb and d G N there is c G M such that â~Ac ~NbAd.

This will clearly suffice. The first clause (the "forth") is immediate by the ¿-homo-

geneity of N. So we have to prove now the second clause (the " back"). So let ä G M

and b G N with â ~Nb, and let d G N. We seek c E M with 5Ac ~NbAd. Let

p = tp(b) (= tp(¿7)), and let q = tp(bA d). Let ëQ,ëx,.. .,ëk_x (k < «) be a maxi-

mal set of non-¿^-equivalent realisations of q in N, and we can assume that

ë0 = bA d. Let ê be é0A • ■ • A**-i- Then by assumption, there is ë' in M with

tp(ê') = tp(ê). So ë' is ë'0A • ■ • Aë'k_x where the ë[ realise q. As E satisfies (II), and

;
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by Lemma 15, the e[ are pairwise non-¿^-equi valent. Thus clearly thereis r < k

such that ë'r~Né0. Let ä' be e'r\ n where « = l(ë'r) - 1. (So « = 1(a) - 1(b).) Thus,

by (IV), ä' ~n b. So (by transitivity of ~N) 5' ~Na, and by (II), â' ~Mâ. As M is

¿-homogeneous, there is c G M such that ë'r~MâAc. But ë'r~Në0 and ê0 is b A d. So

by (II) again, we have âA c ~N bAd, and the proof is complete.

Corollary 21. Suppose that T is co-stable and all countable models of T are almost

homogeneous. Then 7(N0, T) (the number of countable models of T, up to isomor-

phism) is 1, K0 or 2K°.

Proof. If Tis «-stable, then E as defined in Example 17(h) satisfies (II) and (\)M

for all M. By assumption all countable models of T are ¿-homogeneous, and thus

each countable model is determined by the types it realises. It is well known that this

implies 7(K0, T) is 1, N0 or 2*°.

Note 22. (i) Bouscaren and Lascar [1] have shown that for a wide class of «-stable

theories (to be precise, those in which all multidimensional types have infinite

dimension), the hypotheses of Corollary 21 are satisfied.

(ii) We cannot omit from Proposition 20, the hypothesis that E satisfies (II). A

counterexample is given by the well-known "Ehrenfeucht example", where E is

interpreted as in Example 17(i).
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